Spartan tries to break string of bad luck

Get ’Bent!’

Pitcher Mark Ringkamp may pitch despite batting practice injury

SJSU Players’ latest work portrays gay
persecutions in Nazi Germany.
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Athletic department reorganizes personnel
By Jack Trageser
Daily staff writer

The SJSU athletic department has
added two new members to its management staff and altered Associate Athletic
Director Mary Zimmerman’s duties,
according to Athletic Director Thomas
Brennan.
The hirings could be a preview of
changes Brennan may make when he
completes his evaluation of the department.
Brennan has named Dan Curry as associate athletic director of external affairs,
and Ed Swartz as assistant athletic director

of internal and business affairs.
Curry, who comes
from Oregon State
has
University,
already started working at SJSU and
Swartz is expected to
start this week after
leaving Santa Clara
University.
Curry’s position of
athletic
associate
director of external
affairs was left vacant

Mary
Zimmerman

when Tony McDonnell left more than a
year ago and simply hadn’t been filled,
according to Assistant Sports Information
Director Karen Rosensweig.
Swartz’s assistant athletic director position, however, did not exist before and
raises questions about Zimmerman’s
future role within the department. Zimmerman, the associate athletic director of
business affairs, has already been affected
by the restructuring process.
"I am changing job responsibilities,"
Zimmerman said. "I am no longer in
charge of business." She also said she
may or may not be offered a position June

30th.

According to Zimmerman, second level
management personnel in the athletic
department (to which associate athletic
directors belong) received an appointment
notice when Brennan was named athletic
director. Among other things, the notice
stated that after an evaluating period Brennan may alter his staff to optimize its
effectiveness.
Zimmerman was reported to be "leaving SJSU within 30 days," according to a
source within the athletic department who
wishes to remain anonymous. The source,
who believes Zimmerman is leaving, does

not know whether Zimmerman is departing on her own or is being asked to leave.
According to the source, the primary reason for Zimmerman’s alleged departure
was the hiring of Swartz in business
affairs.
When asked, both Zimmerman and
Brennan denied knowing anything about a
30-day notice. But Brennan, when questioned about Zimmerman’s future at SJSU
after June 30, did not say she would definitely be with the department.
"Mary’s future is inappropriate to talk
about," said Brennan. "We never discuss
See POSTION, page 6

Computers to replace
Clark’s card catalog
By Faye Welles
Specal to the Daily

Photos by Chip Loven

Above: Kenichi Morita and Adrienne
Bedsole play ’clean-up’ at the day

care center. Left: SJSU student
Robert Stewart plays with some kids.

A.S. considers fee hike
BY Claudia Bramkamp
Dimly stall venter

The Associated Students Board of
Directors recently approved a plan to circulate petitions requesting students to
pay additional foes of 52.50 per semester
to fund a proposed new campus daycare
center, according to A.S. officials.
Supporters of the plan need to collect
586 signatures in order to put a referendum on the A.S. ballot, which would
allow all students to vote on the issue
later this semester.
The existing facility has been unable
to meet the growing needs of students
and faculty for several years, according
to Fran Roth, director of the Frances
Gulland Child Development Center.
"Increasing numbers of re-entry students have helped push the average age
of SJSU students to 27 and students in
this age range tend to have more childcare needs," she said. "No student

Group to hold second
forum on Gulf War
By Chris Lillie
Daily stall Writer

An SJSU faculty group is continuing its attempts to educate the
public about gulf war issues today
as other campus organizations prepare to offer alternative perspectives.
Faculty for Social Responsibility is staging its second forum of
the semester today from noon to
1:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Ampi theatre.
Five faculty members and a
Palestinian graduate student are

SJSU REACTION

should be denied an education because
of a lack of childcare."
The center serves about 70 families
and has a waiting list of more than 140
children. Only one new student was
accepted into the center this semester
because first priority for available slots
was given to families already served by
the program, Roth said.
State law limits the number of children cared for to 54, based on the square
footage and the plumbing facilities.
If approved by voters, the new $1.6
million center could serve up to 140 children and provide service to about 2(10
families.
Funding for the new building would
come from an increase in student fees
and front staff and faculty donations. If
approved. the $2.50 fee increase would
be collected beginning the fall semester
of 1991. bringing the total per semester
A.S. fee to $21.50.

scheduled to speak on topics such
as nuclear threats in the Middle
East and the war’s impact on
women and minorities, said Robert
Glitter, one of the group’s organizers and acting chair of the SJSU
See FORUM, page 6

A researcher looking for coal strip mining proceedings can narrow parameters to
the month or year needed, he said.
The system indicates whether the book

think the majority of
our staff are happy about
it because it does what a
card catalog does and
more.’
Jo Bell Whitlatch
as.sociate library director

is in, out or due.
"Its power and flexibility will make use
of the card catalog redundant." McDermand said.
Also, people will be able to access the
electronic catalogue from home, he said.
SJSU professors already have an on-line
system from their offices to the current
electronic data base.
"We are making sure staff are trained
before we release it to the public."
McDennand said.
The vendor showed SJSU librarians
how to run the hardware, according to
Judy Reynolds. librarian in charge of
training.
The entry she brought to the screen
showed the title, author, subject, crossreferences and the various numbers used
to search and purchase books by computer.
Neither the WYSE computers nor the
Innovative Interfaces Inc. software require
mastery of codes such as the exclamation
mark and ampersand to bring up a title or
author reference. Reynolds said.
Unlike Bookfindcr, the WYSE contains
an automatic stop so mistakes do not
result in continuous scrolling, she
ksaid
caltshe
ihW
.deddaamajority
expected
would
support converof SJSU professors
sion to the WYSE system.
Aldon Nielsen. associate professor of
English at SJSU expressed confidence in
the library staff and "has no problem with
the conversion."
"I know the library staff well enough to
know that they will keep the card catalog
long enough to make a smooth transition."
Neilsen said.
Other professors share Nielsen’s confidence that the library staff will make sure
the system is backed up.
Charles Ludlum, SJSU English professor said he nor the librarians worry that
people will be put off by automation.
"I don’t think there is anyone so computer-shy they would not use it." he said.

Fountain renovation
aided by inscriptions
By Robert W. Sable
Daily staff renter

_N712
GULF

Electronics will soon bring Clark
Library’s printed card catalog down as the
library completes a $1 million project to
automate the entire SJSU catalog.
The new system will also replace both
the current electronic catalog, Bookfinder
and the larger printed catalog.
"We hope to complete the new on-line
catalog on March 1," said Jo Bell Whitlatch, associate library director and project
manager. "We’re very excited about it,"
she said.
The WYSE terminals currently in use
carry half the catalog’s records now. New
software from Innovative Interface, Inc.
will replace the Bookfinder.
The library will keep the printed cards
for about a year after installation to assure
a smooth transition, Whitlach said.
The new system will catalog books by
author, title and subject. Also, a new feature, the "key -word" search, will make it
more efficient and powerful, according to
Bob McDermand, SJSU librarian and professor.
Researchers can also find books by
Library of Congress, Dewey decimal catalog numbers and by computer systems
codes through which the user can order
the book.
If the new system works, the library
will also dump the printed cards students
and professors have thumbed through for
more than 100 years.
McDcrmand does not worry about losing the printed catalog if a power outage
or emergency
ehT.srucco
new data base is backed up, he
said, and few would be allowed in the
library in an emergency.
Librarians said they do not fear getting
rid of the old printed catalogue.
"I think the majority of our staff are
happy about it because it does what a card
catalog does and more," %%Watch said.
She added that the staff have had a "taste
of automation" in both circulation and cataloging.
The new system has title, author, and
subject listings. However, they say the
"key -word" search speeds research.
For example, users can match words to
research the effect of exercise on emotional stability, a match impossible from the
printed cards or on Booklindcr. McDermand said.

The fountain near lbwer Hall
has been bricked over.
One thousand paving bricks
were added last month as the finishing touches on the fountain
overhaul project. Students and
others can pay for individual
messages on them which are
helping to pay for the renovation
of the fountain.
The university was concerned

that a child might be able to
drown in the previously one-foot
deep pool that surrounded the
fountain. Also, it was costly to
maintain the previous design, so
it rebuilt the fountain using private funds, said Janet Redding,
director of university advance See ARICA, page 6
Fountain bricks recently
Inscribed receive the attention
of passing students.

Don Rohr,

Deily semi photograph,.
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Forum- Opinions and Letters

EDITORIAL

Let the Hall take shame
Baseball Writers Association
The
of America received a major
setback Monday. For the first
time in more than 55 years since the
BBWAA elected players to the Hall of
Fame, that privilege has been denied.
The Hall’s board of directors voted
Monday by a vote of 12-0 to bar any
player on the permanently ineligible
list from consideration.
This means that one of the game’s
greatest players of all-time, Pete Rose,
the only living person on the
permanently ineligible list, has been
stopped at the door.
The all-time leader in hits was declared
ineligible on Aug. 23, 1989 by the
baseball commissioner. Rose was
convicted for income tax invasion and
for allegedly betting on baseball games.
We see it as strange that Rose’s
chances are now decreased, even
though the crime was committed
almost 18 months ago.
Rose, who can appeal the decision,
served time in prison and is currently
completing a term at a halfway house.
Perhaps he does not deserve a spot in
the Hall, but that decision has been
taken away from the BBWAA.
The sports writers should be the ones

who make the choice. Rose is not
mentioned in the rule. But we feel that
members of the board had Rose in
mind when they voted to exclude
ineligible players.
The rule should prohibit future
players on this list from being
considered for entrance to the Hall of
Fame. What Rose did in the past
should have no bearing on this rule.
It is almost like saying that someone
who commits a crime can receive
raised sentences from 10 to 15 years in
jail. Someone serving 10 years in jail
is not going to get an extra five years
after being sentenced.
made a mistake, one made
Rose
following the completion of his
playing career. The board
should not punish him further for what
he did after his playing days are over.
The BBWAA now has a choice. It
may decide that it may not want to
continue voting players into the Hall,
stopping the process altogether. It may
consider each case on an individual
basis.
What it will not consider is the case of
Rose. Apparently, that decision has
been made.
Raul Dominguez

Spartan Daily

Corrections and amplifications
The Monday. Feb. 4 edition of the Spartan
Daily misstated at the top of page I where
Associated Students P, sident Arneze

Washington was temporarily relieved of his
military duties. The caption should have said
Travis Air Force Base. California.

EDITOR’S FORUM
KEVIN WEIL

REPORTER’S FORUM

Tightening the
censorship noose

Ilmooni 13166 S
.:

Mired in a generation
of dilemma, confusion

I remember being corrected by a high
school English teacher when I used the word
ambivalent to mean "to not give a damn,"
when in fact it means "to be indecisive or
neutral." I, of course, had confused the word
with apathetic in my rush to use a powerful,
big -sounding word to drive home more of
my uninformed liberal propaganda.
It’s true. I was a teen-age idealist. I reveled
in my black -and -white assuredness, and in
my abandon. I sometimes got tangled in the
semantics of new -age politics.
But looking back. I now wonder how
wrong I really was, and if even the meanings
of words are as black and white as I once
thought them to be. I lost my idealism
somewhere in Santa Cruz. and ever since
then things have been a little muddy.
The Gulf War. Israel vs. Palestine, taxes vs.
social programs. freedom of the press vs.
national security, freedom of choice vs. the
sanctity of human life, the environment vs.
jobs ...these are just a few of the issues that
aren’t so clear cut in my mind anymore. It
hurts my head to think about them, because I
can’t fall solidly on any one side of any of
them. So I try to ignore them as best I can.
Does this make me ambivalent? Sure.
Apathetic? Perhaps, but ambivalence breeds
frustration and frustration breeds apathy. It’s
a human defense mechanism. One begets
the other.
Our generation has been called apathetic
and lacking a sense of civic duty by the
media for years. It’s true that most of us
don’t vote, don’t read a newspaper and
couldn’t point to Latvia on a map if we were
asked.
But we arc the children of the Vietnam War,
horn into a world of confusion that gets more
complicated with each passing day. The

issues facing us as prospective leaders are
too immense and perhaps too depressing to
grasp. To attempt to educate ourselves and
develop a conviction on every issue would
create a maelstrom in our minds. So. we
choose to simplify our lives by turning a deaf
ear.
Even those carrying placards in Plaza Park
are having a time of it explaining exactly
where it is they stand on the war. Well, yeah,
they’re against it. but they support the troops
even though the troops support the war and
the troops are the ones doing the killing of
Iraqi civilians, which they oppose...
It has been the same argument that has been
bouncing around about the death penalty.
Well, yeah, we support the death penalty
because we value the sanctity of human life
so therefore we’ll kill this guy because he
doesn’t value human life thereby violating
our own principle and so on...
Abortion: We believe unborn children
deserve a shot at life but as soon as they’re
born, half of them will need the welfare
system to survive, which we want abolished
which would deprive millions of children of
a shot at life...
Its much easier to narrow our personal
versions of reality into the immediate space
around us: school, work, family, friends.
Even then, the politics of everyday life can
fill one’s every waking thought.
We are fast approaching critical mass. We
can only hope that at some point. when the
Apathetic Generation collectively throws up
its hands in frustration, twelve days and
nights of rain will signal a fresh start. Let’s
hope so. My lawn needs it.
Brooke Biggs is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

They are out there somewhere.
CBS’s veteran combat correspondent
and camera crew disappeared in the
Iraq desert, their car abandoned,
apparently headed for Kuwait. Bob
Simon, who covered the Vietnam war,
along with three other journalists with
combat experience, disappeared as the
First week of war in the Persian Gulf
came to a close.
While I can see the possibility that
they are being held by Iraq’s military.
I hold a different view.
They have returned to Baghdad to
cover the war. They staged this
vanishing act to escape the Pentagon’s
press pools and are gathering the real
news of this war. They were fed up
with the idea of the military
suppressing the news and allegedly
were frustrating coalition commanders
along the front lines before leaving.
When will Americans be fed up?
The military’s restrictions on media
coverage of the war are unprecedented
in United States war history.
Journalists covering World War II.
Korea and Vietnam were not restricted
to the degree the military is restricting
coverage today.
During WWII. journalists were
given the option of joining press pools
or making arrangements with the
military individually to go to the front
lines. The press pools were rarely
used, despite the risk of being in the
midst of fiery battles. In Vietnam.
journalists were free to go wherever
they wanted.
The Pentagon came to the
conclusion that media coverage
created negative public opinion and,
therefore, the failure to emerge
triumphant. That’s valid. American
citizens were witness to military

failures and mass destruction.
American citizens were also given the
information necessary to make
educated decisions about U.S.
involvement in Southeast Asia.
But the Pentagon saw the answer to
that problem was not to be militarily
successful, but to keep the public
uninformed. The captains and
lieutenants that were angered with
adverse coverage in Vietnam are the
generals and colonels arriving at this
conclusion today. War is bloody and
the public doesn’t need to see it, the
defense department believes.
Journalists allowed to be part of
press pools are under constant
surveillance. Pilots and soldiers
involved in the fighting are selected
and briefed before being interviewed
and a military handler remains present
during the interview. When the story
is written, it must be reviewed by
military censors, ideally, to prevent
sensitive information that might help
Iraq from being released. The reality
reveals that these censors are changing
words and expressions to protect the
military’s image.
Despite the time delay, information
is clouded in an effort to "sanitize the
war," as one congressman put it.
To claim that it is acceptable for
information to be withheld, sometimes
for weeks, before being released is
erroneous. The media was banned
from Grenada for weeks and when
information about the bombing of a
hospital was finally released it was
unclear who was responsible.
Part of the blame must also rest with
the media, however, in its
acquiescence to the Pentagon’s
restrictions. The major networks
never went farther than condemning

these restrictions verbally.
The Pentagon has gone as far as
acknowledging the fact that news of
the decimating bombing in Iraq might
have an effect on public opinion, but
the media has failed to react.
A lawsuit was even brought against
the defense department by public
radio and joined by news magazines
such as Mother Jones, to protest. The
networks could not even go as far as
joining the suit.
The managing editor of the San
Fancisco Chronicle said in a radio
interview with KQED that he had no
position on the issue at this time.
The crucial issue here involves
American citizens right to make
educated judgements on war, not only
as it is occurring in the Gulf but as a
tool for achieving foreign policy
goals.
The attempt to control free
expression by the government
threatens not only the First
Amendment privilege, but the basis
upon which this government’s original
framers had intended.
To claim that comparing rights of
American’s to rights in other countries
as a justification for censorship is
irrelevant. To move backwards is
abhorrent.
In fact, this rationalization only
furthers to justify the slow and barely
perceptible application of handcuffs
on expression that are becoming a
pillar of this society.
The ban of press coverage in
Grenada. the FCC’s crackdown on
indecency in TV and radio, the book burning campaigns, research controls
and drug tests would not have taken
place if the public had realized their
significance.
To make the horrors of war a picture
not worth viewing will only serve to
further prevent citizens from
understanding the real cost of this war.
When Simon and crew return from
the underground to give us the
accurate picture we have been
missing. the disregard for humanity
will be unavoidably obvious.
The news will be too late.
Kevin Well is the Spartan Daily copy
chief
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlguist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10 a m The Daily s staff members
attempt to enter each item at least
two days before the date of the event
in addition to the day of the event
Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions
TODAY
CHI PI SIGMA: Open house, 12 am - 8
pm . 230 South 10th Street. call 998-9113
AKBAYAN CLUB: Valegrams
flowers
and a special valentine package, 9 a.m. - 3
p m . Student Union Quad, call 947-8740;
meeting. 230 p in - 4 p.m S U Guadeloupe Room. call 947-8740
CAREER PLANNING A PLACEMENT: Resume I, 12:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room,
Summer job hunting techniques. 530 pm ,
S.0 Almaden Room: Career resource center tours. 2 p m BC room 13 call 924-6033
PEOPLE FOR PEACE NOW: Candle light
vigil. 7 30 p m . fountain call 924-5467
STUDENT VIDEO PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION: Meeting. 5 pm Hugh Gillis Hall
Room 217
FANTASY & STRATEGY CLUB: Weekly

meeting -everyone welcome, 5 30-10 45
pm.SU Pacheco Room, call 924-7097
PRELAW ASSOCIATION: First spring general meeting, 4 30-5 30 pm. SU Costanoan Room. call 559-6266
REENTRY STUDENT BROWN BAG
GROUP: Luncheon presentation. noon -1 30
pm,SU Pacheco Room call 924-5930
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Women s sprintuality
meeting 4 pm SU Pacheco Room call
298-0204
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION, FMA: Careers in Corporate Finance
by Hewlett Packard 5-6pm SU Guadalupe Room call 924-8714
DELTA SIGMA PI: Meet the Chapter, 730
pm SU Alamden Room. call 286-9313
PLAYERS DRAMA CLUB: Play performance Bent by Martin Sherman 7 p m,
Hugh Gillis Hall Room 103, Studio Theatre.
call 924-4530
THURSDAY
CHI PI SIGMA: Pledge initiation. 730. Spartan Chapel, call 998-9113
AKBAYAN CLUB: Valegrams flowers
and a special valentine package. 9 am - 3
pm SU Quad. call 947-8740
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Career resource center tours, 2 p m BC Room
13 Interview preparation, 1230 pm. S.0
Almaden Room. Resume II. 2-3:30 p m ,
S U Guadalupe Room, call 924-6033
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: First general
meeting 5 30 pm AS Council Chambers

call 286-0512
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study. plans for semester. noon - 1 30
pm ,SU Pacheco Room, call 297-0134
THE GAY, LESBIAN A BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting guest speaker Wggsy Siverten on relationships 4 30-6 30 om.SU
Guadalupe Room. call 236-2002
SKI CLUB: Meeting. 8pm SU Almaden
Room. call 462-5717
PRE-MED CLUB: First meeting, 1 30 p.m.,
Duncan Hall Room 352. call 866-7060
ALPHA PHI OMEGA COED SERVICE
FRATERNITY: New membership meeting.
6 30 pm Grande s Pizzeria, call 294-5457
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: General meeting, 7
pm. SU Costanoan Room, First night of
league bowling 8 pm. SU games area.
call 926-8493
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Gospel of Mark. noon
1 p m . Women s Spirituality meeting, 4
pm.SU Montalvo room call 298-0204
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: First general
meeting spring semester. 4pm SU Almaden Room, call 996-9728
ROTARACT: New membership informational meeting, 7 p.m., International Center
360 S. 11th Street, call 294-5457
STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: Weekly meeting. 5
pm Washington Square Hall Room 115
call 924-5468

pm
Spartan
14151961-5781

Memorial

Chapel

call

FRIDAY
LATTER DAY ST. STUDENT ASSOC.:
Guest speaker Greg Shambaugh, 12 30
1 30 p m., LDS Institute 66 S Seventh
Street. call 286-3313
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career resource center tours, 2 p m . Business Classroom 13, call 924.6033
CAMPUS LEFT: STUDENTS FOR RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY: Meeting,
3-30. S U Constanoan Room, call 971.
8256
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Shabbat din
ner. 7 p m call 286-2827
RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly worship service, bible study and fellowship 730 pm
Duncan Hall Room 135. call {415)948-0822
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the conflict would "not be long
and drawn out."
The president said he is sending
Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney
and Gen. Colin Powell, chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to
Saudi Arabia late this week to get
"a first hand status report" on the
Persian Gulf War.
The allies maintain they are targeting military and strategic targets, but Iraq has repeatedly insisted the attacks are killing
civilians. In a letter to newspapers
Tuesday. Iraqi Foreign Minister
.rariz Aziz said civilian casualties
have risen to 428 killed and more
than 650 wounded.
The official radio reported 373
more air raids Monday, and said
residential areas were among those
hit.
Baghdad radio also said heating
oil, gasoline, cooking gas and
other fuels were no longer being
sold to civilians. The halt in heating oil sales this week apparently
allowed residents no chance to
stock up against the winter cold.
Group Capt. Niall Irving of the
Royal Air Force said at least two
more Iraqi aircraft escar..td to Iran

BEST 3 UNITS YOU WILL EVER TAKE.
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM
COMM

20
20
41
41
110
120
130
133
171

1230-1320
1630-1745
1630-1745
1800-2045
1800-2045
1800-2045
1330-1420
1630-1745
1330-1445

MWF
TTH
TH
TH
TH
MEWF
MW
TTH

HGH 229
HGH 217
HGH 223
BLDG A-3
HGH 118
DMH 167
HGH 225
HGH 229
HGH 219

For more information,check the

Communication Dept.
Bulletin Board
listing at HUI 108
or contact the office at
924-5360

Patchy morning fog,
mostly sunny skies with
highs in the mid-60’s.

n’s gym is

scheduled to be removed
throughout the summer months.

Thursday’s forecast
Increasing clouds, slight
chance of rain, high of
around 65.

Nada Houston, coo? rdinator of
Greek affairs since 1986, resigned
from the post for personal reasons.

National Weather
Service

SJSU may soon develop a student,
faculty and course exchange
program with Mexico.

RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bible study 12 -

Looking for that unique
VALENTINE?
Don’t just say "I love you",
Show it
In a special
Cupid Classified.

U.S. convoy to assess war damages;
Syrian, Iraqi forces exchange fire
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
As allied warplanes battered
Iraq for a 20th day Tuesday, President Bush said he was sending his
defense secretary and top military
man to assess the war effort.
The USS Missouri’s I6-inch
guns boomed again overnight, silencing a troublesome Iraqi artillery battery in Kuwait with six
2,000-pound shells, the U.S. military said.
In other developments. Syrian
and Iraqi forces exchanged fire
near the Saudi border, in the first
reported combat by Syria in the
Persian Gulf War, and another four
Iraqi warplanes reportedly sought
refuge in Iran.
Baghdad was rocked early Tuesday by another allied bombardment. AP correspondent Salah
Nasrawi reported from the Iraqi
capital. He said smoke and tire
reached into the sky and residents
fled to bomb shelters. Nasrawi
quoted travelers as saying Saddam
Hussein’s hometown. Tikrit, also
was attacked.
In Washington, Bush told reporters he thinks the war is "going
very well indeed," and again said

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDady
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

overnight. The allies earlier estimated nearly 100 Iraqi planes have
taken refuge in Iran, which promised to impound the planes until
after the war.
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Professors compare times of Vietnam, Guff wars
By Claudia Bramkamp
Gaily staff writer

A single yellow ribbon flutters
from the antenna of a faded blue
Volkswagen bus parked on Seventh Street, barely noticed by passersby as they scurry back and forth
to classes. But 20 years ago last
May, this same street overflowed
with protesters against the war in
Vietnam.
As America embarks on war in
the Persian Gulf, the campus community is still deciding how it will
deal with the war.
Why is the student reaction to
this war so different from that of
Vietnam? Several of the professors
on campus, who were also on campus in the early 1970s, offered
their thoughts on the subject.
The 1970s produced a caldron
of movements," according to humanities professor Eugene Bernar-

1950s, that gave college students
during the Vietnam era the sense of
an ever-rosy future, according to
Bemardini. "They had the naive
sense that society would always
provide more than enough and they
were often contemptuous of busidini. "There was the civil rights ness. Tune in, turn on, drop out
struggle, a feminist movement and explore your consciousness.
a sexual revolution going on all at
"People today are more realisthe same time. There was also tic. They’re concerned about makbroad experimentation with drugs. ing a living and finding their niche
The one thing all the movements in society. They want jobs and sehad in common was an anti-estab- curity, but sometimes they’re
lishment feeling.
driven to working for the wrong
"We had never seen anything things, and for all of the wrong
like it and we had the feeling that reasons,- he said. "If people feel
nothing would ever be the same ambivalent about the war, it’s beagain. We even thought of social- cause they’re still haunted by the
ism as a valid option. We were as- specter of Vietnam."
tonished recently when commuBut sociology professor Robert
nism shuddered and collapsed Gliner thinks the composition of
overnight," he added.
the student body has caused a
It was the affluence of the change in attitudes on campus, as
SJSU REACTION

WiTt R
GULF

ish acts that turn others away from
the peace movement."

’People today are. . . concerned about making a
living and finding their niche in society.’
Eugene Bernardini,
professor humanities
the average age of student has
crept up to 27 in recent years.
"The type of student we have
work, they
today is older they
commute, and they worry about
the high cost of living. Their time
is much more structured than that
of students of the past, and this affects their ability to march.
They’re concerned, but they just
don’t have the time to sit around
discussing the complexities of social issues. This factor will affect
the size of any movement."
Gliner thinks the Gulf War has
the potential to cause a large pro-

test movement on campus and said
that 400-500 people attended a
campus forum on the war in the
Persian Gulf on Jan. 30.
"A lot of empassioned student
speakers were there. The press
coverage of this war is well-managed by the government and we
don’t see the bodies. We dropped a
record number of bombs in this
war what happened to all of
those people we dropped them on?
One of the reasons we held the
forum was to show the variety of
opinion about the war. The media
is only paying attention to outland-

But political science professor
Roy Young thinks the students of
today aren’t much different from
the students of the early 1970s. He
said that the demonstrations on
campus during Vietnam consisted
of only a small number of activists
and a lot of onlookers.
"Most of the students then were
sympathetic to the protesters in a
general sense but were not demonstrating. It was only the activists
who wanted to make all human activities political. A few years into
the war, up until the draft was
started, we lived in a society where
most of the people were involved
in private concerns. Who knows
what we’d be like after a few years
of this war?" he asked.

Cambridge
professor will
speak at SJSU

Time for
a little
nap

Anthony Giddens, professor of
Sociology at Cambridge University, and University of California
Santa Barbara, will discuss "Loss
of lndentity In Modern Society"
from 1:30-2:30 today at Dudley
Moorhead Hall.
A reception will follow the discussion for the students and faculty
in the Dean’s Conference Room.
Giddens, born in England. studied at Hull University, the London
School of Economics and Cambridge University. He taught at
Leicester University from 1963 to
1970 and now lectures sociology at
Cambridge, and University of California at Santa Barbara.

Tom Geary, a
junior advertising
major takes a
break between his
classes on a bench
outside the central
classroom building.

UIjus(eAllt tip LC:’,
George Ortiz
photographer
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’Bent’ director not aiming for closed-minded
By Brooke Riggs
Daily staff writer

T. Rusty Randolph wants to
make us think again.
The SJSU Players Performing
Arts Company, under Randolph’s
direction, is bringing "Bent," a
play by Martin Sherman about the
persecution of gays in Nazi Germany, to his faithful followers
with a warning: "It’s not for the
closed-minded."
Randolph says he always tries to
choose material that will spark lazy
synapses into overdrive in weary
students’ minds. "I do it to educate students on issues I think are
important."
Hey, but isn’t entertainment
supposed to be a break from the
grind of education?
"There are two levels of thinking. In the classroom, it’s forced
learning for a grade. Students who

Darlings
sending
video
valentines

’This play is only 5 percent about homosexuality.
It’s 95 percent about survival and humility. I
don’t want to beat people over the head with this
issue. It’s the characters I want the audience to
appreciate.’
T. Rusty Randolph,
director of ’Bent’
come to see my plays learn be- men, Gypsies. antifascists and Jecause they want to."
hovah’s Witnesses also suffered
Those who go to see "Bent" and died in the camps. Gays were
may be in for some real mind ex- forced to wear pink triangles that
pansion. It is the story of several allowed the SS to single them out
homosexuals who experienced for special abuse. Fellow prisoners
first-hand the persecution in prison often tortured them as well.
camps often thought only to have
The cast is particularly enthubefallen the Jews durin? World siastic about the production, said
War II. Despite that myth, homo- Randolph. Auditions were packed
sexuals, non-conforming clergy- with eager actors. "This is a real
LOS ANGELES (API Love
by long distance will characterize
this Valentine’s Day for many
soldiers and their sweethearts,
hut some with no connection to
the military are rushing to help
preserve romance.
Trying to bridge the romantic
gulf for those separated by the
war, a San Bernardino radio station and Redlands video production company teamed up to videotape messages for the troops.
About 100 people came to the
Central City Mall in San Bernardino to tape individual messages
to be sent to family members.

PHOTO STUDENTS:

Buy your Ilford film and paper now and save big!

said Kimberly Martinez of station KMEN-AM-KGGI.
"It was so emotional. I feel
for these people who came out
thinking this would be the only
way to get a message to their
loved ones." Martinez said.
One woman showed off a baby
born after its father shipped out.
Another asked for a close-up of
her pregnant stomach and said,
"Look, honey, as you can see
l’ in growing, I’m getting bigger," Martinez said.
Mike Wichman and Randy
Griggs of Level A Entertainment

numtuFri

Up coming at the A.S. Program Bard - San Jose State

actor’s play. The cast is straight
and so these guys get to play something that goes against themselves.
It’s a real challenge."
And certainly a challenge for the
more staid audience member. But
have no fear, there’s fun to be had
here, too. "This play is only 5 percent about homosexuality. It’s 95
percent about survival and humility. Its about learning how to
love,- said Randolph. "1 don’t
want to beat people over the head
with this issue. It’s the characters I
want the audience to appreciate. I
try to play up the comical aspects
of it and play down the preachiness. ’ ’
"Bent" is scheduled to be performed tonight and through Feb. 9
at 7 p.m. and Feb. 11 at 4 p.m. in
the Studio Theatre, Hugh Gillis
Hall, room 100. Admission is $4.
Co. offered their taping services
as ’a way the company could
help out, said Wichman.
"We thought Valentine’s Day
would be a good day for a boost
from the family, because that’s
when you’re thinking about your
loved ones," he said.
For some Marines trying to
mark the holiday, ingenuity was
playing a part. One (keanside
florist near Camp Pendleton said
men in the gulf were relaying orders for flowers through relatives.
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Injured Spartan ace to Pember plays hard despite
pitch against Hayward SJSU’s recent losing skid
By Jim Johnson
Daffy start writer
Spartan senior pitcher Mark
Ringkamp hasn’t had much luck so
far this season.
First, the projected ace of the
SJSU staff saw his opening start of
the season at USF on Sunday
rained out. Then, at Monday’s
practice, he got nailed in the foot

by a batting practice line drive.
Even though no bone was broken,
Ringkamp couldn’t put any weight
on the foot.
Finally, Tuesday, Ringkamp
caught a break. The regularly
scheduled game against Cal State
Hayward was rained out, giving
Ringkamp a chance to recover
enough to have a shot at pitching in

Soviet official hopes to
depoliticize Olympics
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff writer

Now that the cold war is
over, Oleg Milstein wants to
end the gold war.
He is touring American colleges in the hope that maybe one
day people won’t treat the
Olympics as some sort of battle
that has to be won for national
honor and the collection of gold
medals.
Milstein is the head of the
history and sociology department of the State Central Institute of Physical Education in
Moscow.
The program that he is proposing, Jubilee Olympiad.
would popularize sports on their
helpful benefits instead of their
money-making capabilities.
This is a man obsessed with a
dream of seeing sports taken
from the hands of the politicians, broadcasters and advertisers and given back to the people to enjoy.
He berated officials of the Soviet and American governments
who decided to boycott Olympics in the 1980s. He feels that
it hurts the positive sociological
effects of having friendly competition on an athletic field.
His dream for a depoliticized
Olympics is alive because of the
Soviet’s new policy of perestroika. "It’s a new situation for
my country."
Even with the new openness
in the Soviet Union, Milstein
still had to pay for his own plane
ticket and is financing his trip
with lectures on college campuses like the one he gave to a
group of SJSU students study-

ing human performance last
Monday.
SJSU students listened attentively as he explained how the
Soviet school system raised
youngsters to be sports superstars. He said that parents often
motivate Soviet children to start
in sports as early as four-yearsold with a regimen of swimming
and gymnastics.
The Soviet sports system is
not as healthy as it looks to the
outside eye, he said. Because of
the government’s financial
woes, many sports schools are
closing. The upcoming power to
watch, he said, is the reunified
Germany.
While in Washington, he got
the chance to participate in a
sport that was new to him,
snowshoe i ng
His Jubilee Olympiad covers
four areas: the Olympic Congress in Paris in June .1994, a
cultural program, a world relay
race of the Olympic Torch and
the declaration of 1996 as a year
of Physical Education and
Sport.
The four different events
would be aimed at getting the
masses involved with and participating in different sports.
Sports, he said, should be
participated in because of its
benefits and not solely because
of its ability to make a good athlete rich.
He joked around with the
class, asking if Soviet athletes
were amatuers. His answer,
"Nyet." But neither are the
American athletes, he said.
"Just look at (Carl) Lewis, he
makes millions."

today’s I p.m. makeup game at
Municipal Stadium.
Even though the right-hander
won’t be starting today’s contest,
Junior lefty Mike Dotson will take
the mound in his place. SJSU head
coach Sam Piraro hopes to get
Ringkamp three innings of work.
"We’ll split up the work," he
said. "Dotson will start and go
three innings. Ringkamp will go
three innings if possible and the
bullpen will finish up."
The Spartans’ opponent, Hayward (1-2), a Division II program,
suffered through an 8-43 season
last year but can’t be overlooked,
according to Piraro.
"Teams like (Hayward) can be
dangerous," Piraro said. "Everyone starts the season 0-0 and they
believe they can win. Anytime a
Division II team gets the chance to
play a Division I team, they want
to do well.
"I understand they are much improved over the last two years.
They are excited about some of the
pitching they picked up over the
summer."
SJSU will most likely get to see
at least one of Hayward’s newest
acquisitions. Junior college transfer Rick Waschau, late of Ohlone
College, pitched five shutout innings in Hayward’s win over University of the Pacific on Sunday.
Waschau is expected to start
against SJSU today.
Waschau will be supported by
an offense which Piraro called
"free-swinging."
"There’s not a lot of finesse,"
he said. "(Hayward head coach
Doug Weiss) gets a lot of position
players there. Their weakness has
been pitching."
Another new addition to the
Hayward staff, reliever Ray
Romo, earned the save against
UOP.
Offensively, the Spartans will
go with the same lineup that managed just four. hits in a 7-4 loss to
USF on Saturday. Piraro is hoping
for some improvement over that
effort.
’’This lineup has a lot to offer,"
he said. "We need to get some
base runners to start it up."
In last season’s two-game series
between the teams, SJSU won
both. The Spartans beat Hayward
16-1 early in the season and 8-2 at
Municipal Stadium later in the
year.

By Pam Schatz
Daily staff writer

Practice is over and Pam
Pember is still shooting baskets.
The woman’s basketball team
is in last place, but Pember remains optimistic that next year
will be better. The Spartans dismal start, 2-19, hasn’t tainted
Pember’s work ethic.
She works tenaciously on the
court.
"I love playing with her,"
teammate Stephanie ’Spunk’
Childs said. "She not only
makes herself work hard, but she
makes everyone else work
hard."
Pember feels the team has not
been able to get it together this
year because of the large number
of players lost from drop outs
and injuries. Next year the players will be more experienced,
and there will he new recruits
coming in that will add volume
to the team, she said.
Pember, influenced by her father, has been playing basketball
since she was in the fourth grade.
She has received many honors in
her career including high school
All-State selection her junior and
senior years and Most Valuable
Player.
At the community college
level she recieved First Team
All-Conference and team MVP
honors. She was also an All-Star
selection her sophomore year.
She has been offered many
scholarships from different universities, but chose SJSU because she respected the coaching
staff. The Spartans were also a
rebuilding team and it gave her a
chance to become a set player. A
whole new place opened opportunities for her.
But Pember claims she doesn’t
like living in San Jose.
"The social life is not that
great," she said. ’:San Jose is an
older town, there is not much to
do for college students."
Before SJSU she attended
Clackamas Community College
in Oregon City, Oregon. She
feels that staying at a community
college was beneficial as she
gained valuable experience because she was able to play more
than if she had gone straight to a
four-year college.
She also didn’t think she was
good enough to play at a good

Jeanette Glicksman

Daily staff photographer

Spartan for% ard Pain Pember (#42) goes for the baskei
four-year college.
Pember works hard and is constantly staying in condition,
SJSU head coach Tina Krah said.
"She is a real competitor, she
has a winning drive, wants to
learn, and never is satisfied."
said Krah.
Krah also enjoys coaching
Pember. "When you have a
player who wants to learn, and
who wants to work hard, it is
easier to teach." said Krah,
"Pember is one of the key players of the team."

This year Pember wants to win
a couple more games. "I want to
get better, and stronger," said
Pember.
Planning to become an anesthiesiologist after she finishes her
playing* career. ’Pember said that
her ultimate goal is to "slam the
ball. I would love to jump up and
grab the rim," she said.
Until then, she wants to play
basketball in Europe, and be
picked for the 1992 American
Olympic Team
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BRICK
From page I
ment.
"We’re into our second thousand." Redding said. A total of
3,(XX) bricks can be sold.
The whole fountain was
redone and some high-tech
additions were made. In addition, the plumbing, pumps and
concrete were rebuilt.
The new "dry-type" fountain
uses a lot less water than the
older one because it does not
have a large holding pond for
water to collect in. Redding
said.
This fountain even keeps in
mind how hard the wind blows.
A sensor on a nearby building
measures the wind speed. Then
the pumps in the basement of

POSITION
From page!
personnel matters."
Although Zimmerman said her
job has changed. according to
Brennan she is doing "many of the
same things" she did in the past.
Brennan, however, did say that
Zimmerman will be working with
Swartz and training him to take
over many of the "business affairs"
of the department. Swartz could
not be reached for comment as to
what his duties will involve. When
asked how Zimmerman’s job
would change as a result of
Swartz’s hiring, Brennan said "I’d

FORUM
From page!
sociology department.
"It’s a continuing discussion of
the gulf war." he said. "We’re trying to show that it’s a much more
complex issue than the media is
making it out to be."
As with last week’s event, audience members will have a chance
to comment between speeches.
(inner said.
In another forum today, SJSU’s
political science department is
focusing on constitutional ques-

lower Hall raise or lower its
gusher so that overspray will
not go onto the lawn.
Redding said that paying for
the fountain by selling bricks
was the idea of Robert Ringe.
the former director of university
advancement. The Class of
1989 was the first to pledge
their suppon for the fountain.
She said that the fountain has
been attracting students who are
seen reading all of the different
messages on the bricks.
"It’s a very attractive pink
and gray granite. It’s certainly
worth a few months wandering
around reading," Redding
added.
The charge for a one -line
brick is $25, a two-line is $40.
If you’re interested in purchasing a brick, contact University
Advancement at 924-1120.
rather not dwell on Mary."
Although both Curry and Swartz
were hired over two weeks ago,
the athletic department has not
announced their appointments.
Brennan, when asked why, said he
was waiting for both of them to be
on campus.
"We’ll do (a press release)."
Brennan said. "We’ll wait for both
of them to be on board."
Zimmerman said "I’ve not
received a 30-day notice." But she
also said she is uncertain about
her future at SJSU. Referring to
her changing duties, she said
"After four years you get used to a
job. But sometimes new can be
good."

tions in the University Club’s
Woodward Room from 12:15 p.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
"I’m more interested in the
division of power between
Congress and the president than
with questions of policy," said
Steve Van Beek, an assistant profepsor of political science and the
discussion’s facilitator. "I’m talking about constitutional questions."
A debate, rather than a forum, is
being organized by several campus
groups. said Lessly Wikle, assistant director of the Environmental
Resource Center.
"It’ll probably be sponsored by

Syria fires
at Iraq in
retaliation
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia
ex(API Syrian troops
changed fire with Iraqi
forces, a Saudi military
spokesman said today, in the
first reported combat involving Syrians in the Persian
Gulf War.
Col. Ahmed al-Robayan.
the military spokesman, told
reporters the Iraqi soldiers
tired rocket-propelled grenades at the Syrians. Syrian
artillery then returned the
fire, forcing the Iraqis to
withdraw, he said.
Al-Robayan said the exchange occurred after about
30 Iraqi soldiers tried to enter
Saudi Arabia. He did not
give the location of the engagement. which apparently
occurred Tuesday.
The Saudi spokesman did
not report on casualties in the
exchange.
"We believe this is the
first combat engagement for
Syrian forces in the war." alRobayan said.
About
19,(X)0
Syrian
troops, including elite special
forces units who fought the
Israelis and others in Lebanon, are part of the allied
coalition in Saudi Arabia.
The bulk of the Syrian force
is the 15,000-man 9th Armored Division, with 270 T62 tanks.
the Environmental Resource Center, Students Affiliated for Environmental Respect. People for
Peace Now. Faculty for Social
Responsibility and also a new
organization on campus called
Campus Left," Wikle said.
In addition to helping organize
the debate, Wikle is trying to gather various campus groups under
one peace movement, she said.
"There’s a whole hunch of
groups on campus . . . and as of
yet there’s no cohesive coalition
for a more organized, direct action
against the war," she said.
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INSULATED MUG...
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Drought threatens San Jose reservoirs
SAN JOSE (AP)
Its a Possible drought-related scene, water
gushing up to the steps of San Jose
City Hall, one Santa Clara Valley
water official warns.
In this fifth year of drought, officials plan to tap deeper into underground reservoirs, realizing the
danger: sinkholes could reappear
downtown, causing untold damage
to streets and buildings.
"We have done extensive work
already in the Alviso area, and if
the ground subsides to any degree
it could cause damage to our levee
system," Bob Gross. chairman of
the water district’s board of directors, said this week.

And if the (San Francisco) Bay
ever gets through, it would come
right down First Street and into
(San Jose) City Hall. It could be an
extremely serious problem."
In the mid-1960s, overuse of the
underground supply created sinkholes as deep as 12 feet in downtown San Jose. damaging pipes
Authorities
buildings.
and
scrambled to pump back water obtained from other sources. If it
happens again, experts say. property damage could run into the millions of dollars and cause thxxling
in some areas as bay water flows
in.
"It doesn’t just happen over-

Kremlin increases patrols
The KremMOSCOW (AP)
lin is increasing by more than 50
percent its new joint military-police patrols. which have detained
about 5,000 people nationwide
since they were launched last
week, officials said Tuesday.
The announcement came after
the Kremlin widened its law-andorder crackdown with the announcement of strong new measures to fight organized crime.
The joint patrols, however, have
been viewed by reformers as a sign
of creeping dictatorship.
In Monday’s decree, President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev ordered the
creation of a new "main directorate" within the Interior Ministry
to fight organized crime, corruption and drug dealing.

Gorbachev
invalidates
independence

Other recent Kremlin measures
include a crackdown on the Baltic
republics that has left 20 people
dead and a presidential decree giving law enforcement agencies
sweeping search-and-seizure powers.
In its announcement today, the
Interior Ministry said the number
of joint patrols will be increased
from 1,740 to 2,636 nationwide. A
spokesman said that patrols have
detained 5.((X) people since they
were began Friday.
Spokesman Vladimir Yanchenkov said most of the arrests were
for petty crimes such as theft and
"cases of street hooliganism."
The joint patrols were orderet
by Defense Minister Dmitri Yams
and Interior Minister Boris Pug(
last month.

its not like an earthnight
quake," district spokesman Teddy
Morse said. "We don’t know how
long it could take.
"We do know that by the end of
this calendar year, if we don’t get
more imported water, that we will
have to use the underground water.
and that will put us at the critical
level in 1992."
The valley’s above-ground reservoirs are running dry and its supplies of outside water, which represent nearly 80 percent of its total,
most likely will be cut back an average of 60 percent by state and
federal authorities.

Teachers
face pay cut
after raise
RICHMOND (AP) Teachers who received a 9 percent pay raise in September
could take pay cuts before
the school year ends under a
controversial proposal by
Gov. Pete Wilson.
Richmond schools will run
out of money Friday unless
the state provides a $29 million bailout loan, and the
governor has proposed that
the loan be tied to a requirement that the school district
scrap its collect’
hargaining contracts.

Join us for
Bible Study, Prayer & Fellowship

Mikhail S.
MOSCOW (API
Gorbachev issued a presidential
decree Tuesday invalidating Lithuanian’s poll on independence set
for Saturday, the state news
agency Tass said.
The decree set up another con-,
frontation between the Kremlin k
and the secessionist Baltic republic, which scheduled the nonbinding vote at the urging of Western
governments to demonstrate popular support for its independence
drive.

Friday, Feb. 8 7:30 PM
L’IZZA NIC;11-Ir1’!
Thursday, Feb. 7 7Am-12 Noon
Bible Study in the Chapel
For more information
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Call: .
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WANTED!!!
A few good Civil Engineering grads with strong
GPA’s & excellent verbal & written skills

Junior: $37,284-$45,672*
Assistant: $42,744-$52,680*
* Depending On Qualifications, Possible increase 5/1/91
East Bay Municipal Utility District is the West’s largest independently operated water and
wastcwatcr facility, providing water service & wastewater treatment for the communities
on the East Shore of the San Francisco Bay. Under the guidance of registered engineers, you
will have the stimulation and challenge of rotating through a variety of special projects in
planning, design, construction and/or operations. These rotation assignments last for 3-6
months enabling you to work start -to-finish on your projects. Engineering managers say this
scope of quality experience provides a solid foundation, invaluable for future promotions and
professional registration.

What we can offer you

AVAILABLE AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
S. U. CAFETERIA * ONE SWEET STREET
UNIVERSITY ROOM
*
THE BAKERY

’Job security-no layoffs in over 30 years
No threat of being relocated to Arkansas or Saudi Arabia
An environmentally oriented organization
’Interaction with a large, diversified engineering staff
Field work, a chance to get out and away from the desk!
’Tuition reimbursement-up to $15C0 per year
’Rotation Program for career enhancement
Built in advancement & salary increases PLUS annual cost of living review
’Comprehensive benefits including choice of health plans, dental, 14 holidays,
sick leave, tax deferred options, merit incentive bonus
*On the job training with support to obtain registration
Come meet us on campus on Monday, March 4th(bring transcripts if possible). Or call (415)
287-0735 to attend our Civil Engineering Open House on Thursday, March 7 OR send
resume, GPA & list of engineering courses to: David L. Klein, EBMUD, P.O. Box 24055,
Oakland, CA 94623-1055. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Get in the habit...

EACH of us can make a difference!!

EBMUD

